Loui Al-Dibs, student from Jordan
My name is Loui Al-Dibs I am from Jordan from city called Al-Mafraq.
During my undergraduate study in Jordan I gathered knowledge and skills which I found very
relevant and useful to my study at Hof University.
I applied to this chosen Master program Master of Software Engineering for Industrial
Applications because I believe it offers new trends in software engineering development and its
application to industrial institutions its particularly beneficial in pursuing my professional.
I choose Hof University because I think it will be different in both methods of teaching which
concentrate on individualized learning which will provide me with useful skills to become a
good leader and developer in my respectable position and developing my personality to respect
the meaning of cooperation and team works.
I would like to encourage students from Jordan and abroad to study at Hof University of Applied
Sciences and most welcome to join the Master program of Software Engineering for Industrial
Application.
Beside that I will take the opportunity to understand the German educations and cultural system
in depth which could serve as a good model in my country.
I hope in my study I have a chance to visit well respectable German organization institutions to
see in depth their technological development and how could I gathered and gained useful
experience and update information relevant to Jordanian cross-cultural technological trends and
environment.
At Hof I got the chance to meet people with different nationalities and culture in the short
period of time I had to do several projects assignments and also give short presentations in fact
in the teaching classes I really learned from the different cultures and costumes represented by
students attending the courses and seminars.
My interest in software engineering programme at Hof University has much to do with information I acquired about its excellent interdisciplinary programs and some great references about the
university from my former professors and friends studying at German universities I am well
aware that the key to a successful software engineering and industrial application programme is
one that influence to globalization.
I am convinced that software engineering and industrial application programme would provide
me with the necessary theoretical knowledge and practical skills I need for successful software
engineering industrial application business in the future, the highly qualified lectures the
modern teaching methods and academic environment at Hof University will motivate and
enable me to achieve my goals realize the highly competitive demands at the program but I
have enough ability ambition and motivation to cope with the requirements for a successful
study at Hof University.

